MLR Institute of Technology, Dundigal, Hyderabad, Telangana conducted Webinar on ‘Telangana/ Haryana Ethnic Cuisines’ in Association with MMCIT & BM (Hotel Management) of Maharshi Markandeya Deemed to be University, Mullana, Ambala, Haryana, Under EK BHARATH SHRESTH BHARATH program an initiative of MHRD, Government of India. This is the last webinar in the series.

Program was started at 11:00 AM with lighting of lamp and prayer song by MLRIT student. EBSB coordinators of both colleges welcomed the dignitaries and participants of the program. After the speeches of the dignitaries, MLRIT students played a video showcasing the traditional foods of Telangana served in marriages. Students given presentation on Ethnic Cuisines Telangana, which were divided into Nizami Cuisine and Telanagan Cuisine. Later faculty of MMDU, Hotel Management has cooked two native cuisines of Haryana: Masala Chaas and Besan Chilla in Live. Vote of thanks was given by both MMDU and MLRIT coordinators. Program ended with National Anthem.